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A leading peer-reviewed policy
and practice publication, Policing
is aimed at connecting law
enforcement leaders, police
researchers, and policy makers,
containing critical analysis and
commentary on a wide range
of topics from police reform to
patrol operations.
Interested in submitting to Policing? We’re looking for articles with
a strong research-practice focus, containing rigorous assessment of
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To mark this year’s American Society of
Criminology conference, we’ve brought
together an exclusive range of Policing
papers on the chosen theme:
“The Politics of Crime & Justice”
Visit www.oxfordjournals.org/our_journals/policing/
asc_division_of_policing.html to read our Special Conference
Collection, including papers from key members and commentators
from the ASC Division of Policing.
Papers from the Special Collection include:
Davis Implementing Science in Police Agencies: The Embedded
Research Model
Anthony A. Braga and Edward F. Davis
Who Should Prevent Crime at Places? The Advantages of Regulating
Place Managers and Challenges to Police Services
John E. Eck
Increasing Collective Efficacy and Social Capital at Crime Hot Spots:
New Crime Control Tools for Police
David Weisburd, Michael Davis, and Charlotte Gill
Towards an Index for Harm-Focused Policing
Jerry H. Ratcliffe
Beyond the Evidence: Organizational Learning from RCTs in Policing
Laura Bedford and Lorraine Mazerolle
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